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In order to realize the text-independent speaker recognition and improve its accuracy rate, a
variable method in combination with Gaussian mixture model （ GMM ） and support vector
machine（SVM）is used in this paper. By vectoring GMM mean parameters, we use SVM to
recognize the real speaker of the testing speech. We put forward two methods of building hyper
plane between two kinds of training speeches and another way to build the hyper plane between
Universal Background Model （ UBM ） and the training speech. Upon vectoring the GMM
mean parameters, both of the two methods show better performance in speaker verification than
the traditional GMM-UBM withless accuracy. The vectoring GMM mean parameters can
amplify the characters of speakers and thus make verification between two speakers in a more
obvious manner.
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1.Introduction

2.Traditional GMM-UBM and Parameter Extraction of GMM
2.1Pre-processing
For the speech signals, our pre-processing mainly includes two parts. For one thing,
calculate Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) [5]. For another, conduct HTK [6]
encapsulation. MFCC is to simulate the human auditory system to describe the characteristics of
speech signals. The main steps include pre-emphasis, separating frames and window dealing,
FFT transform of each frame and filtering, etc.
After the parameter extraction of MFCC and HTK format, the N-dimensions MFCC
parameter comprises of N/3 MFCC coefficient, N/3 first order difference parameter, N/3 second
order difference parameter and frame energy. It generally has 13 dimensions, 19 dimensions and
40 dimensions, etc.
2.2GMM-UBM
GMM is a multi-dimension probability density function. A GMM consisting of M mixture
components can be expressed as weight sum of M gauss members, that is:
M

P( x i∣λ )=∑ ωi P ( xi∣μ i , ϵi )
i=1

2

（2.1）
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We take the problem of text-independent speaker verification into account to judge
whether the assertion is true or false when a testing speech, the assertion of identity and the
corresponding speaker model are given. Simulating the speaker by using an adapted GMM [1]
is the standard method.
The use of potential factor analysis to make up for the speaker and channel variability is a
stirring part of recent work in GMM speaker recognition. These approaches by simulating the
MAP [2] adapted means of a GMM by using potential factors to represent the variation.
We extract the mean parameters of GMM and transit them into high dimension mean
vectors in order to build a better environment for SVM [3] and determine the speaker instead of
using the Posterior probability calculation directly. Two kinds of training vectors are used in
building the hyper plane in which the testing data will be taken. This method is called GMMSVM. We select Linear Kernel Function[4] to realize SVM classification in the concrete
realization process..
For another way if we directly make comparisons between the test vectors and the training
data, the calculated amount will increase and the test data is instable to keep close to the true
training data. In this way, we choose UBM as a reference because UBM consists of thousands of
speech information and it is insensitive to data fluctuation. By using UBM vector and training
vectors to build hyper plane, then adapt testing data into calculation and we will estimate who is
the speaker of the test data. We call this GMM-SVM-UBM.
During the experiments on the TIMIT database, we use the equal error rate curve to prove
that the two modified methods presented in this paper have better recognition ability.
The outline of the letter is as follows. In Section 2, we describe how to vector GMM mean
parameters. In Section 3 and 4, we describe two methods for hyper plane building. Finally, in
Section 5 and 6, we demonstrate our experiments in TIMIT and give the conclusion of our
research.
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In the above equation,

xi is a D-dimension feature vector;
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ωi is the mixture weight

M

P(q ξ=m∣o ξ , λ)=c m P(oξ∣m , λ )/ ∑ c m P(oξ∣i , λ )

（2.2）

i=1

γ

nm =∑ P (q ξ =m∣oξ , λ)

（2.3）

ξ=1

In the above equation, is the frame number of the training speech;is the frame number of
the gauss component.
It is proved in numbers of speaker verification experiments that speaker recognition
performance is the best if only the mean parameter is modified. So the mean parameter of
modified model is calculated according to EM revaluation formula.

γ

E m (S )=

1
∑ P (qξ=m∣oξ , λ )oξ
nm ( ξ=1)
m

（2.4）

m

ûm =α m E m (S )+(1−α m )u m

（2.5）

In the above equation, ûm is the mean vector after modifying;

α

m
m

is the modifying

factor of mean of the gauss component.
2.3Mean Vector Extraction
In the recognition system, if the number of speakers is A ,

we need to evaluate M groups

e select
GMM parameters which represent every speaker’s speech information.W

3

m̂i

as a
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of the gauss component.
GMM can be described with each mean vector, covariance matrix and weight of mixture
component, thus we can get a GMM parameter. GMM parameter can be calculated through EM
algorithm. The discrimination of GMM will be relatively ideal if the time durations of training
and testing speeches are both long enough and the speeches are relatively pure.
GMM can’t well characterize the speakers when the training speech lasts for tens of
seconds while the testing speech only lasts for a few seconds. GMM-UBM firstly obtains a
UBM through training speeches of all speakers, then gets the GMM of the target speaker
through MAP self-adaption based on UBM. Simulating the uncovered part by using UBM can
overcome the shortcomings of GMM well.
UBM is also a large-scale GMM. It is obtained by trainings of a large amount of speech
data of different speakers under various environment. UBM is the common reflection of speech
characteristics of all speakers and the environment channels. UBM is obtained by training of
EM algorithm.
Reynolds [1] proposed the speaker model self-adaption. This method obtains the target
speaker model by using the training speech of the target speaker according to MAP. Steps of
MAP are as follows:
Given training data of speakers, firstly calculate matching likelihood of each gauss
component inand UBM and frame number of the gauss component:
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m̂i

parameter describes training data. Each
and

represents an

M ´ N array.
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The definitions of

M

N are given above. In order to facilitate the use of SVM, we use a vector to express m̂i .

The value of this vector is

( M ´ N ) ´1 , remembering to

。Similarly, the mean vector of the

testing speech is derived in such a way as. Specific extraction steps can be shown in Figure 1:

3.GMM-SVM
Generally speaking, the sample set

( x , y ) can be discussed in the linear separable case.
i

i

g ( x)=ω x+b , in which

Setting the linear discriminate function as
indicating the vector of speaker

,

xi

is a data set,

yi is category tag. In order to facilitate the unified

labeling, the target speaker in the speaker training model is marked as 1, and the other speaker is
labeled as -1. It can be found that the optimal classification function expression can be obtained
under the condition of linear separable.
k

f i (x )=sgn ∑ αi yi K ( xi , x)+b

(3.1)

i=1

*

(x ×x)

*

Among them, a and b are the optimal classification hyper plane parameters, i
is
the two vector dot product.
However, as the speech recognition is generally nonlinear separable, it is necessary to map

( ) (

)

the data to higher dimensions by kernel function. In this paper, we select K x ,x j = X × Xi the
corresponding changes in the inner product space and transform the problem of low dimensional
linear non separable two classifications into a linear separable problem.
The result of kernel function is
m

K (X

(t1)

,X

(t 2)

−1/ 2

)=∑ ( √λ i ϵi
i =1

Where

⃗(t )
μ i and
1

⃗(t ) T
−1/ 2 ⃗
(t )
μ i ) ( √λi ϵi μ i )
1

2

(3.2)

⃗(t )
μ i represent the mean vectors of two kinds of testing speeches,
2

and they build the hyper plane of Function (6).
As the emphasis of this paper is applying GMM parameter to SVM, we did not study the
4
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Figure 1: Extraction Process of Mean Vector
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kernel function selection thoroughly. Expression (6) is the discriminant of classification.

f i (x )

corresponds to every speaker’s training model. Drag-in testing speech, the

calculation can be defined as the degree of deviation of the j test to the
The classification progress is represented in Figure 2.

i speaker.

4.UBM Reference
Different from GMM-SVM, we also extract UBM mean vector and take it as the testing
speech and the reference of the testing speech. Because of such considerations, repeated
changes of hyper plane building are needed in calculating the score based on GMM-SVM. As it
is time-consuming and likely to be affected by the unbalanced classification, we expect to have
a more intuitive solution.
Because of large basic number of the UBM mean vectors, which are almostly not affected
by the fluctuation of the data, we set the UBM mean vector as μ⃗u , and the kernel function of
(6) will be changed as:
m

K (X

(t 1)

,X

(t 2)

−1/ 2

)=∑ ( √λ i ϵi
i =1

⃗(t ) T
−1/ 2 ⃗
(t )
μ u ) ( √λi ϵi μ i )
1

2

(4.1)

The hyper plane consists of the character of the UBM mean vector, only one kind of
training vector joins in the classification.
In the score calculation based on UBM, the testing speech and UBM will do SVM training
together, and get a new classification hyper plane, then take the testing speech into hyper plane
calculation to get the score based on UBM. For the principle, the testing speech achieved in the
experience achieves quantization through the MAP process with UBM. Therefore, it is close to
UBM mean vector in value. When the training speech and UBM get hyper plane through SVM
training, the testing speech will lean to UBM so that all scores will have the same dimension
and sign consistency and can reflect the difference of value.

5.Experiment Result

5
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Figure 2: Schematic Diagram( in two dimension ) of SVM
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GMM-SVM and GMM-SVM-UB, the experimental data in this paper all come from
TIMIT voice library with accurate phoneme tagging, hundreds of speakers and thousands of
speeches and they were frequently used in speech recognition field. The dimension N of MFCC
was 40, in which the energy frame was 1 frame and the speech data of each calculation link
were processed according to the 40 dimension.
This paragraph will illustrate the parameter selection in our experiment.
First of all, we choose M in 256, 512 and 1024 respectively.The experiment of GMMUBM show that the accuracy of verification have its peak value. When we choose
40∗1024∗1 The results of GMMM=1024 ， the dimension of mean vectoring will be
UBM with different M are shown as follows.
512
83.72%

1024
83.95%

When we use M=1024 as the mixed number in GMM, the other parameters such as UBM,
training model and testing model are all using the GMM by 1024 of mixture. I will illustrate the
data when we use them in verification and explain the structure of TIIMT in Table 2.
UBM
Training data
Testing data
Number
of Number of speech：
Number of speech：
speech:
1000 （ including 70 100 （ including 70
5300 （includi male participants and male speech and 30
ng 3680 male 30
female female speech）
speech
and participants ， each Duration of each
1620 female participant has ten speech： 2s
speech）
speeches to train ）
Duration
of Duration of each
each speech ： speech： 2s
2s
Table 2: Introduction to Experiment Statistics

Scoring criterion
Each testing speech
compared with all of
the training data ， so
that we have ten
thousand scores to draw
DET Curve.

To draw a DET Curve, we have to prove that ten thousand scores are under same order of
magnitudes. In GMM-SVM, all scores come from the distance of the testing vectors to the
hyper plane, which is determined by the SVM training. Similarly，when we use UBM vector as
a reference in verification regardless of the difference between the testing vectors and the
training vectors. The scores we limit in 0-2. As a resul, we can demonstrate the curves in a same
picture.

6
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M
256
Accuracy
82.23%
Table 1: GMM-UBM by Using Different M
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6.Summary
In this paper, the speech information is expressed by the high dimension vector and the
package by using HTK voice format to avoid loss of speaker information to transform the
recognition problem into a classification problem. Adding SVM to the text independent speaker
recognition improves the reliability in comparison with GMM. This paper selects Linear Kernel
Function and we can try to select other functions in future research with better results of
recognition in theory. At meanwhile, with UBM vector as a reference, it is also a reliable
schedule to take into consideration. In a word, vectoring Gauss Mixture Model mean parameters
will reflect more differences between testing speech and training ones and we will devote
ourselves to research other ways that could make the speaker verification more precise .
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Figure 3: DET Curves of Three Schemes
We make function adapt into DET curve because of symmetry of the False Negative
Rate（FNR）and the False Positive Rate（FPR）. In DET Curves,
FNR represents the possibility of a imposter who is be tested as the true speaker. FPR
represents the possibility of a true speaker who fails to be recognized. Above all. Equal Error
Rate（EER）is equal to the point of intersection of DET Curve and y=x .
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the GMM-SVM (EER: 11%) can be improved by nearly
4% on the basis of GMM-UBM (EER: 16.05%), indicating that SVM can be applied to the
speaker recognition and features higher reliability. In the course of the experiment, the
calculation time of GMM-SVM is 5.3h, much higher than the calculation time of GMM-UBM.
As the speaker recognition focuses on the accuracy of the recognition, there is not much
research on the computing time. Upon the improvement of the computer hardware, it can reduce
the shortage of time.
If we use UBM vectoring as a stable reference（EER：7.9%）, the improvement of EER
will be more remarkable that the system rises by nearly 8% because the area of speaker
verification and vectoring the parameters will have the difference between speech data enlarged
to show more characteristic of speakers. We also find that the computing time of GMM-SVMUBM is only 2.3h， much less than that of GMM-SVM.
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